
SAP S/4HANA Cloud 1811 Show & Tell – Manufacturing & Supply Chain 
 
Follow up on open questions 
 

Submitted Questions  Answer 

Q) What is the difference 
between the S/4HANA 
Cloud Warehouse 
Management functionality 
and the functionality 
available with the EWM 
integration?  

S/4HANA Cloud Warehouse Management is technically based on 
EWM but it is not the same because S/4HANA Cloud Warehouse 
Management is tailored to Cloud usage. Roughly speaking EWM 
on prem is the right solution for really complex warehouses with 
high volume whereas S/4HANA Cloud Warehouse Management 
is addressing warehouse with less complexity due to fact that in 
S/4HANA Cloud access to the customizing IMG is not available. 
There is a long list of differences between S/4HANA Cloud 
Warehouse Management and EWM, here are a few examples: 
MFS Integration, RF Framework, Labor Management… 

Q) Is this WM of ECC or 
EWM warehouse solution 

ECC LE-WM is not available in S/4HANA Cloud. S/4HANA Cloud 
Warehouse Management is technically based on EWM but it is 
not the same because S/4HANA Cloud Warehouse Management 
is tailored to Cloud usage. 

Q) How about serial 
number management 

S/4HANA Cloud Warehouse Management offers Batch 
Management, but serial number management is not available in 
the 1811 release. We have plans for implementing serial number 
management.  

Q) is the optimizer tool for 
planning freight orders 
based on constraints 
available for TM in this 
release? 

An optimizer tool is not available in S/4HANA Cloud 
Transportation 1811. 

Q) It is fantastic to have 
WM and TM capabilities in 
S4 Cloud.  Is there details 
of the future enhanced 
capabilities planned for 
WM and TM? 

The following planned innovations are published externally in 
Innovation Discovery (see links below). The innovations which are 
planned for future releases > 1905 are currently not published 
externally. 
a) S/4HANA Cloud. S/4HANA Cloud Warehouse Management 

1811: 
https://go.support.sap.com/innovationdiscovery/#/innovation/6
CAE8B28C5DB1ED7B1C8273682A6E0C6 
1902: 
https://go.support.sap.com/innovationdiscovery/#/innovation/6
EAE8B28C5D91ED884DDCF046B2E40CB 
1905: 
https://go.support.sap.com/innovationdiscovery/#/innovation/4
0F2E9281A631ED8979ADD75DA3980DD 

b) S/4HANA Cloud. S/4HANA Cloud Transportation 
1811: 
https://go.support.sap.com/innovationdiscovery/#/innovation/4
2F2E9281A611ED883F8640938D9E0D6 
1902: 
https://go.support.sap.com/innovationdiscovery/#/innovation/6
EAE8B27FCC11ED889E74126F407C0CC 
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1905: 
https://go.support.sap.com/innovationdiscovery/#/innovation/4
0F2E9281A631ED896C86B44FAB500DD 

Q) does this solution have 
any scanning integration 
options? 

Barcode Scanning is available via keyboard emulation. 
We will not deliver RF transaction solutions but in future release 
we will offer an API which allows customers to implement 
customer-specific RF transaction solution implemented on the 
SAP Could Platform. 

Q) is S4HC WMS based 
on the ECC WMS? 

ECC LE-WM is not available in S/4HANA Cloud. S/4HANA Cloud 
Warehouse Management is technically based on EWM but it is 
not the same because S/4HANA Cloud Warehouse Management 
is tailored to Cloud usage.. 

Q) Can we also manage 
dynamic bin location? 

If you mean the functionality from ECC LE-WM, the answer is NO. 
LE-WM is not available in SAP S/4HANA Cloud. 

Q) Is the integration with 
QM possible? 

S/4HANA Cloud Warehouse Management - QM Integration 
planned for 1902: 
https://go.support.sap.com/innovationdiscovery/#/innovation/6EAE
8B28C5D91ED884DDCF046B2E40CB 

Q) Does 1709 version also 
supports Manufacturing 
and supply chain and 
Make to Stock apps 

Now the S/4HANA On Prem 1809 release is available. Please 
review the S/4HANA On Prem 1809 roadmap. Following the cloud 
first approach new apps are delivered in S/4HANA Cloud on a 
quarterly basis mostly before the on prem release. As a result 
many apps which are available in S/4HANA Cloud will be also 
available in S/4HANA On Prem. But this is not a must. Technical 
reasons could cause a difference between S/4HANA On Prem 
and Cloud. Coming to your question: Of course S/4HANA On 
Prem is supporting Manufacturing and Supply Chain and Make to 
Stock apps. But there are differences between S/4HANA On Prem 
and Cloud. If you are interested in an innovation which you have 
seen on the S/4HANA Cloud roadmap for use in S/4HANA On 
Prem please check the S/4HANA On Prem roadmap. 

Q) Is the WM functionality 
based on EWM, or 'classic' 
WM? 

ECC LE-WM is not available in S/4HANA Cloud. S/4HANA Cloud 
Warehouse Management is technically based on EWM but it is 
not the same because S/4HANA Cloud Warehouse Management 
is tailored to Cloud usage. 

Q) In warehouse 
management for 
Warehouse structure do 
we have an SSCUI now 

Yes, if you remember on the slide: The orange colored storages 
are copied from the corresponding template storage types by 
using a Self-Service Configuration UI. 

Q) Are transfer orders still 
used? 

Not yet. 

Q) I assume the Freight 
unit to freight order is a 1-n 
relationship? 

Yes, 1-n relation is possible. But I have to check whether a m-n 
relation is possible too. 

Q) Can you still flow from 
Orders to Delivery without 
the Freight Unit/Order? 

Yes, depending for instance on the shipping condition in the sales 
order. 

Q) can you show the 
process in system? 

Please sign up for these experts sessions for S/4HANA Cloud 
Warehouse Management and S/4HANA Cloud Transportation to 
learn more: 

https://go.support.sap.com/innovationdiscovery/#/innovation/40F2E9281A631ED896C86B44FAB500DD
https://go.support.sap.com/innovationdiscovery/#/innovation/40F2E9281A631ED896C86B44FAB500DD
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https://go.support.sap.com/innovationdiscovery/#/innovation/6EAE8B28C5D91ED884DDCF046B2E40CB


https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/1864767/5E8AADF92B13A46DB4AB6B6B
9FA7CEE1/389270 

Q) In the "Maintain PIR" 
demo, you downloaded a 
value of "20,000" (with the 
comma used in the 
screen) to the CSV file.  I 
could not tell if the comma 
was included in the 
download, thereby causing 
the delimiter to make the 
value ("20", "000") as 
opposed to ("20000"). 

In the downloaded CSV file the value „20,000“ was saved as 
„20.000“. So the comma is only used as the delimiter in the CSV 
file. Here is a row of the downloaded CSV file: 
'SGPI001,'1010,'1010,'00,VSF,KG,20.000,20.000,20.000,20.000,2
0.000,20.000,20.000,20.000,20.000,20.000,20.000,0.000 

Q) When packing is the 
HU visible in the 
delivery.  If not, is there a 
link to the delivery 
anywhere? 

The HUs are visible in ERP deliveries. 

Q) Is EDI (ASN) output 
supported for packed 
handling units? 

As far as I know currently no interface exists which allows to send 
any WM information (for instance Packed HUs) out of SAP 
S/4HANA Cloud. 
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